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In [3], the author has established the local solvability in the space of
distributions _q)’ for some non-Fuchsian operators of hyperbolic type. In
this paper, he will establish the local solvability in
Fuchsian) singular elliptic operators including

’

for a class of (non-

L= (t) + zJ-4-a(t, x)(tt) + (b(t, x), } -4-c(t, x).
As to the case of Fuchsian operators, see [2].
1. Theorem. Let us consider
P=
a..(t, x)(t3)%,
j+la[_m
where (t, x)=(t, x,, ..., x) R, XR, t=/t, =(/,x,, ",/Xn), m
(1,2, 3,...}, a=(a,,..., an) {0, 1, 2,." .}n, la[=,+"" "+a and $=(/x,) "
On the eoeeients, we assume that a,,(t, x) (j+[algm) are
..(/x)
C unetions defined in an open neighborhood U o (0, 0) in R X R. As o

.

the elliptieity, we assume the following condition"
when (0, 0)(:, ) R. XR.
a,,(0, 0):"0,
j+lal=m
For U we write U(+)=U{t>O} and U(-)= U (t <O}. Then we have
Theorem. Let
{0, 1, 2, ...}. Then there is an open neighborhood
any f(t, x)(= f)e
which
O)
(0,
in
U
satisfies the ollowing
RtR
H--(U) there exists a u(t,x)(=u) e H---(U)Ho(U()) such that
Pu=f holds on U.
Here, H-(U) and H(U) denote the usual Sobolev spaces on U (see [1]).
Corollary. For any f e ’(U) there exists a u e ’(U) such that Pu- f
holds in a neighborhood of (0, O) in Rt R.
2. A priori estimates. Before giving a proof of Theorem, let us
present a priori estimates for P. Put

or

o

a.,(t, X)(tt + 8).
Lemma. Let P be as in 1. Then there are >0 (k=0, 1, 2, ...) and
an open neighborhood V o/(0, O) in Rt X R such that the estimate
(2.1)
Z (t + 1/2)%11
Z II(t+1/2)(P/2)ll j+llm+
i+11
holds for any e C:(V()), where I1,11 means the norm in L(V()).
Proof. Note that by the change of variables V(+) (t, x)(r, x)=
(-log t, x) e R R the operator P is transformed into an elliptic operator
P,=

R near (, 0). Therefore by the standard argument for elliptic operators
and by using Poincar’s inequality with respect to the x-variables we can
obtain
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I[Rg,,llf,,=)ao j/lal_m Ila4O%
for any e C?((T, )X), if T is sufficiently large and o is sufficiently
small. Since (2.2) is equivalent to
(2.3)
IIt-/P]ao j+lalm lit -/
under the relation (t, x)=(r, x), by putting (t, x)=t-’/(t, x) in (2.3) we
(2.2)

have
j+lalm

or any

e C((0, e) w) (where e=e-r). Thus by putting V=(-e, e) w we
obtain (2.1)0. The general case (2.1) or kl can be proved inductively
on k by using only the act that (2.1)0 holds or any e C(V(:)).
By applying Lemma to (P--+n)* (the ormal adjoint operator of
P__+/) we can obtain
Corollar to Lemma. Let P be as in 1, and let k e {0, 1, 2, ...}. Then
there are cO and an open neighborhood V of (0, O)in RtR such that
the estimate
(P- )* ll c t
means the norm in the Sobolev space
holds for any e C(V()), where]

.

H(V()).
Proof o Theorem. Theorem is obtained by the ollowing three

acts (A-1)-(A-3).
(A-l) Let k e {0, 1, 2,...}. Then there is an open neighborhood V
of (0, 0) in R R which satisfies the following" or any open subset W o
V, and any f e H--(W()), there exists a u e H-(W()) such that
u) f holds on W().
and u e H-((0, T) 9) (where 9 is an open
(A-2) Let k, p e {0, 1, 2,
subset o R). Then we can find a w e H--((--T, T)9) such that
t-u on (0, T) 9 and w= 0 on (- T, 0) 9.
(A-3) Let N e {0, 1, 2,...}. Then there is an open neighborhood
of
of x=0 in R which satisfies the ollowing" or any open subsets
exists
there
satisfying
supp(h){t=0},
9 and any h e H-((--T, T))
v eH--+((--T, T)) satisfying supp(v)c{t=0} such that Pv=h holds
on (--T, T).
In act, if we know these a.cts, we can give a proo o Theorem as
be sufficiently small open neighfollows. Let k e {0, 1, 2, ...}, nd let
borhoods of x=0 in R (depending on k). Put W--(--T, T) and
(- T, T)
Let f e H--(W). Choose f e H--(W) so that f=f on W. Then
by (A-l)we can find u+ e H-(W(+)) and u_ eH-(W(--)) such that
P(t--u+)=f on W(+) and P(t--u_)=f on W(-). Moreover by (A-2)
we can find a. w eH-’-(W) such that w=t--u+ on W(--) and
t--u_ on W(-). Put h=f-Pw. Then we have h eH--(W) and
supp (h)c{t=0}. Therefore by (A-3) we have a v e H---(W) such that

P(t-

.
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Pv-h on W. Hence by putting u-v+w we obtain a solution u e
H-=--(W) of Pu--=f on W. Since P is elliptic on W(+) and since Pu(--f)
e H-=-(W(+)), the condition u e Ho(W(+_)) is clear.
Thus, to have Theorem it is sufficient to prove (A-1)-(A-3).
Proof of (A-l). Let feH--(W(+/-)). Put Z--((P__)*; e C
(W(+_))} and define a linear unctional T on Z by T((P_=_)*)-(, t=/f).
Then by Corollary to Lemma in 2 we can see that T is well-defined and it
is continuous on Z with respect to the topology induced rom Ho(W(+_)).
Therefore we can find a u e H-(W(+_)) such that T(z)= (z, u) or any z e Z,
that is, ((P--.D*, u)=(, t/f) or any e C(W(+_)). Hence, we have,
P_=_u--t/f on W(___) and therefore P(t-=-u)=f on W(+_).
Proof of (A-2). When k-0, (A-2) is verified as ollows" or u e L
((0, T)/2), by defining

t- u,

x)
L((O,T)D)

i=O

(for e C(( T, T) 2)) we can obtain a w + H-’((-- T, T) 2) such that
w=t-u on (0, T)2 and w=O on (--T, 0)2.
When kl, (A-2) is verified as ollows. Let u e H-((0, T)9). Then
u is expressed in the orm u=/+.313;(f+,,) or some f+,. e L((0, T)
Therefore we have

t-u=
i+[a

"

t
=0

-

g,.,

)

on (0, T) 9

for some g,,, e L((O, T) Xg). Since (A-2) with k=0 is already known, we
can find w,,, e H-P-(( T, T) X 9) such that w,,,= t--g,,, on (0, T)
and w,,,=0 on (- T, 0) X 9. Hence, by putting
i,a,

tUx

we obtain a desired extension w e H-’-(( T, T) 9) in (A-2).
Proof of (A-3). Let w and h be as in (A-3). Then, by [1, Proposition
4.8 in Chapter 2] we can see that h is expressed in the orm h: A
N-l). Thereore, by the condiZ(x) or some Z e H+(o,) (i:0, 1,
tion wo we have Z(:Z[)eH-+(w) (i:0, 1,...,N-l). Put
C(p x, 3)=
a,,(0, x)p3%

.,

j+lalm

and note that C(p;x, 3) is an elliptic operator near x:0. Put
(t)(x). Then, we can see that Pv:h is equivalent to the ollowing
recursive system o elliptic equations"

;

+

where L,(x, 3) (0gigN--2 and i+lglgN-1) are differential operators
of order m determined by P. Therefore, if is sufficiently small (depending on N), we can solve (3.1) successively and obtain (x)
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.

N--l). Thus, we obtain a solution
(i=0, 1,
H-N-’+(( T, T) w) of Pv= h on (-- T, T)
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v= (*)(t)(R)p,(x) e
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